
Analysisofwo layn NarelNetwak
I

1etingesttime

. Training data (xi, yi),i=1..N.

e.g i
=f(xi) +3i, 3:~dCo,1) ind

Xi~Dx. id

Asame "reasonable" fat.

.
We wantto train a two layer NN:

",airese
↑

I:iP -> i.

weights &i =10;, bi, Wi) -iD12

0 =(0, - - - 0,).



&

. We wantto analyze SCD fo bune risk:

R, (0) =Eg(2x,;0))

f(x,y,0) =(y - f(x,0))2

fa N++0, D fixed .

. We angued thatin this limit the problem

is amenable be analysis ofa IDE. The

intuition came interpretation es e "etem"



⑬

-CDilections:1 =1,3 ..., T

k+ 1

0
=

0
- dol(xx,yi0)

Telx, kid)=Stockasticgredientsince

(2(x,y;d")) =4e Rid). umbaind.

we computed lostlime:

4alXYi =(2x -ar(+s!)
i

· 4: (â(w-x+b!"))



③

tenerisk:(criaene):

&10) =Fo[Cy- I aiN(wi-e+sis)]

=EcyY - Erc0+ wan

S
V(0) =
- - (yau(w.x +5)]

-(0,0 =[au(w. +31cN(wix +b)]

a

be re-written as:

" =e

with 1E(!" (5) =E Cer!
- x
7

Repart

=-4.(Viewing)



⑤

-systeminterpretation:

N perlichen in MP+2

positions &"... "at↳l
Laure v, --- e.

time K

They fell poletials VIO) external and

interactic ralabal 30, d') between allains.
-

·treutichofdedece
Vos +Uldi,
i

j=i



We introduce the empirical density ⑥
-

I"(0 = Edo-
the relentiel felt by particleibecause

MIC";I) =via") + Ido Vidosy"as

and the line risk become

R(d" =E4 +29deVot gcoS

+Idodd' (0,0gosOs



⑦
2Merry:statics.

We assume etfar N++ 0 me here

94(0) =Ed10-d) - (0, t.

Nale tattime steps ok in sas tend

to zero so it is natured to replace by a

continuan time indext:

Now caside the risk and assume that

9 10,71 has reached (fat -> 1x say) same

stationary a equilibrium density g(d):

Rr(0)- R(g) = Ery -2 (ddV(d) f(C)
N++

+Idodd'W(0, d'glog(0').



⑧

theminimite?

we have he minimite under the castraithat

Sddg(0)=1. Introducing a lagrange parameter:

↓ (18) -3(fages - 113 =0

Agras

=>dR =3

Igsos

in40() =0

New = 2 VOS + 2 SadscallVIO,

so the equilibrium cadition is

↳2) Von + (dargca's 10, d) =0



⑤
This can be interpreted as saying thatthe

mean field potential defined as

4(8;g) =V (0) + (ddg(d') 10,6)
-
e

external intrachie emerg du

rot to all the rembite.

should be castant;i.e the face acting at

on the "fluid"vanisha: -De 4 (059) =0.



⑩

Mory:dynamics

As

aumaisenI ECr"(rst) = - Is4(8?:I)
We deduce from here same whatheuristically Re

continuity equationa N++0:
current

~nety
-

& Icit) - I (f(0,144(0,g)=0Ot
m

me

gradient
Divergemen

Non Linear IDEbecause 4 (0,9) =V(8)+fdd'g(0,WI,d

Itis often attributed in Vsov and Makean-
↑

T
Plaine physics stochastic Processen



⑪

devalie:

3cos-scas- (810-a* -80-1)
=10-a+" -a*s) -dco-d

=I dedio-a"), Co-O"

--scas--Endor(
-

- De 4 (0,S

Fa N-tx, time became continuam as a=0:

&A=0.9 (0,DYes).



⑫

↑
* (Montaneri - Meil -

Here stated in farmally - under smitable

I hypatheris itis venible to peare that:

supilnların-asmallX ce( +2)
--

hold with probability 1- e, where SK

is the solution I (0,t) ofPDE fat =ka.

Remark This theorem says
how for the volulia ofen

the IDE(o mean field solution) isfrom the

volution ofundulying SGD.



⑮

ilformulation ofthe Nalinear IDE

Anowaful food le analyze the solutic ofMePDE

is a variational fumulation.

Conside a simple loy system first:Take

gedientflow in IR*:

I(t) =- -F(x). =14.

The Enla discotisalia would be the "fawand schome"

1x+ 1 =4x - 21F(xx)

Although iterations look easy to obtainthis ispretty

unstable and is notthe bestwayhe apeximate the

catinumm timeevolutia.



⑬

The backward Enl scheme hums at to be

mar stable olthough bander to implement):

Yk+ 1
=xx - cf(xx

+1)
m

The point now is thatthis scheme can be famulated

in a variational way. Remark that(at leastfaFcavex).

Yx+1 =

anguin 3FCX) + #*].

So here we minimize F(X) butmade the

constrant of notmoving to few away the
current

poritic Xx. (Enclican naw rewalty ).

* Ex {F(x) +Axy=4F1 + X- Yk-
E

so the extramum is ot:

x =xx - a4f(x) =x=x.
Itis a Minimum ifI is cavex.



⑮

This scheme also garantes that we reach a

minium ofFi

F(x,,) +(x)4(x,)+dixxx
↑

since et is the aufmin!

=>

F(x,1) - F(x,) -2+1xx)

IfYs+, F Yi We R(Xx+) <F(xx)

we stickly "impene". The sequence (XIkei

convergen as long as I is bounded below.



⑯

Going back to the PDE, it is versible

to show that

.2,4
=(e(0,14(0,e()

with 4 (0, ez) =Rt
is equivalent &f(0,t) =lieabo (kts12

2

Mitagün[Resteet
where We is the squared Warenstein

distance between to distributions:

we,inf E(1 x - 22)
souplingsy
of e, E

/



⑰

where the outofcomplings d8(X, cy) salisf]

(dWCx,y) =exx>

P

I dWCx, y) =e(y)

Live Mansirah equal y & é).

aofprof-

Gr back to disaetized problem and use that

De Warrenstein distance between

"+

(0)
=
1 r(0-0!*)ex
Ni=

er" ca' = Ida-
is it,"*-.=Ena

i
=
1

X

fa small move at
each step



⑲
Then taking

910)
=Edo-si)

we have

R(g) +ix)
X Rr(t) -tra

25

Mimimization are o given back SOD in

Backward Enle Scheme:

k

=-kr (V(a+g)
S

12+ 1

zD & -- Dakt Tct) +Eule!!i

Far 9-20 his fines back antimuitz equate.


